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MACKIE IS NO STRANGER to the hard disk
recorder market. The earlier HDR24/96 model
is something of a hybrid with some serious

screen-based editing functions and a price to match.

Although it has some unique virtues it has to fight it out
with several others and, at this level, a DAW is a serious

alternative. At around UK£1000 the
SDR24/96 is a rather more
precisely aimed beast. There is no
possibility of adding a screen or
keyboard; this is a pure recorder
with some ‘front panel’ editing if
you really need it. Given the price
I was somewhat sceptical of its
ability to deliver. 

In fact, the machine is
immediately impressive. I was
able to connect it, record and play
back without even opening the
manual. For a hard disk recorder
it is relatively quiet, at least one
fan is thermostatically controlled
and most of the noise comes from

the disk. Eight virtual tracks per track make it
an ideal tracking recorder. If you exceed this number
without moving takes elsewhere, further recording is in
effect destructive since the takes cannot easily be
accessed. I see this as a possible virtue since it is all too
easy to squander disk space without some operational
discipline. Delete Last removes the last record pass and
deletes the audio. Use Edit Undo instead if there is any
chance that you will change your mind!

Mackie SDR24/96
While opinions may be divided on precisely what constitutes a good DAW, few will disagree with the notion that a dedicated multitrack

recorder/player hardware box with tape machine sensibilities is a nice way to work. The only condition is that this simplistic approach must

suit your application. ROB JAMES weighs up the value of a very affordable multitrack box.

Interface
The 3U box follows the Mackie ‘house’ colour scheme, predominantly grey on
charcoal. Twenty-four bright LED bargraph meter displays dominate the front panel.
Each has a record LED at the bottom of the ‘ladder’ and a multifunction select key
used for record ready and, in conjunction with the menus, for track selection. A
block of 14 keys toggles various functions and gives access to the menus. Top right,
the red LED time display also has a number of status LEDs. Below this is the main
LCD menu screen with four soft keys and left and right cursor keys. At bottom
right, the transport keys with indicator LEDs complete the panel.

The convertors connect via six 25-pin D-sub connectors with the common Tascam
pin-outs. Six ADAT lightpipe sockets take care of digital I-O plus three 9-pin ADAT
sync sockets. Any physical input or output may be patched to any track. To make
the set-up process quicker the initial menu level patches in blocks of eight. If you
need more exotic patches it just takes a little longer. Since each track can only look
at one input type at a time, the type of input can also be changed either in blocks
of eight or individually.

A 20Gb internal hard drive is fitted as standard, but the SDR24/96 also includes
a receptacle for removable storage and comes complete with an empty carrier.
Mackie supplies optional Mackie Media M 90 20Gb drives that give 90 minutes of
24 tracks at 48kHz or an Orb drive that accepts 2.2Gb removable media.

Further empty containers are available to house an IDE drive of (currently) up to
200Gb capacity. The alternative to physically moving the media is provided by a
USB 1 connection. A Windows PC or Mac supporting USB mass storage mode can
‘see’ the SDR24/96 as a connected drive. Although transfers are not lighting fast this
will be a useful option for many users. The SDR24/96 drives are formatted in FAT32
but Mackie uses a proprietary method of arranging data on the disk – the SDR24/96

DSP requires each sample to be contiguous on the disk. Other machines writing
directly to the SDR24/96 disk can create non-contiguous samples. For example,
when transferring projects through USB mass storage mode, or if a removable hard
drive has been mounted on a computer or connected via a Firewire dock, or by
exchanging a drive with a Mackie HDR24/96 or MDR24/96.

Whenever there are misaligned takes, the SDR24/96 displays ‘Bad Take Alignment’.
The way around this is to use the Defrag Drive option, which examines all the takes
on the disk for correct alignment. Incorrectly aligned takes will then be ‘defragged’
to correct the problem.

Digital audio sync can be internal, word clock (BNCs) or derived from either one
of the lightpipe inputs or ADAT sync connections.
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The default mode of Gapless Punch Out works well.
But it can be turned off since it requires a considerable
amount of processing power to accomplish when a
large number of tracks are armed for recording. This
enables you to punch in and out on more tracks, or
record more tracks at a higher bit rate, by reducing the
DSP requirements. Depending on how many tracks
are armed for recording, there may be a one or two
second ‘gap’ after punch out before the monitor output
switches from Input to Playback. If the processing limit
is exceeded the SDR flashes a warning Error LED and
shows ‘Performance Error’ in the display.

Simple and effective Locator, Loop, Rehearse and
Autopunch functions help make the machine ‘disappear’
and allow you to concentrate on the job in hand.

Although editing is not really the raison détre of this
machine a number of useful front panel editing
functions are provided. Edit operations use a clipboard.
Delete, Cut and Copy work on regions defined by
locators 3 and 4 on the selected tracks. When placing
audio from the clipboard, the Splice option determines
whether existing material will be rippled when removing
or inserting on tracks. There are 99 levels of undo/redo.

Transport sync with other equipment is well catered for
with MTC, SMPTE LTC and 9-pin options included. The
optional Remote 24 is something of a work of art,
especially for tracking. It connects to the SDR (or
HDR/MDR) via a standard Cat 5 cable. Apart from
transport control, it provides 24 track arming keys, fast
access to the virtual tracks with an auto increment option,
take and track number LED displays, and even a single
meter that reads the selected track’s input or playback
level. Alternatively, you could use a 9-pin controller.

Finding a 9-pin socket on a machine at this price
level is intriguing. 

9-pin control is notorious. Each manufacturer
implements its own set of commands and no two are
quite the same. Therefore, it was a pleasant surprise to
discover my CB Electronics SR-3 9-pin controller
identified the SDR as a Tascam DA-88 on plugging in
and immediately controlled it. After a few tweaks to
the controller set-up, full control of track-arming,
record, play, fast-forward, rewind, locates, jog and
shuttle and even reverse play were all available. Jog
and shuttle work surprisingly well with little aliasing.
Whether the SDR is master or slave will depend upon
what other machines are controlled at the same time.

At this price surely there must be compromises?
Well, there are, but they are more than acceptable to
me. The first is due to the way in which the SDR
achieves its performance. When importing material
from any other machine than an SDR, the best policy
is to defragment the drive. To work properly, files must
be written contiguously. The HDR, MDR and PCs,
Macs, etc. do not necessarily do this. Second, there is a
finite pause in the proceedings when you finish
recording. This occurs because the SDR needs to write
file headers for each track in record in the pass and each
punch in/punch out. For most purposes the delay will
be almost unnoticeable. For example, perhaps half a
second after stopping a short 24-track 44.1kHz
recording. Although the manual states this process can
take up to a minute for a 10-minute 24-track recording
I found it took less than 10 seconds. On the other hand,
if you try ten successive punch in/punch outs across 24
tracks, the pause grows to around 15 seconds.
However, this is an unlikely real-world scenario.

Just when it looked as if DAWs were going to have
it all their own way, along comes the SDR and upsets
the apple cart. While the multifarious DAW is
undeniably attractive, if the application solely or
mainly requires a 24-track recorder, it is soundly

beaten here on price and convenience.
The SDR24/96 is one of the first fruits of the Mackie

take-over of Soundscape developer, Sydec. This has to
be the most cost-effective method of acquiring 24
tracks of hard disk recorder/player to date. It comes
complete with 24 96kHz, 24-bit A to D and D to A
convertors, which are not half bad, and 24 channels of
ADAT optical I-O. This machine is well equipped for
anyone with an ADAT recorder who might wish to
archive tapes or just do further work on them.

Until very recently the convertors alone would have
cost considerably more than this whole machine. For
many applications the limitations are minor and, in
any event, no more irritating than the compromises
inherent in lower priced DAWs. When you add in USB
interchange with workstations, removable hard drive

interchange with the Mackie HDR and MDR and
computers, SMPTE sync, MIDI and an especially good
9-pin implementation, the SDR24/96 looks even
better. I’m impressed. ■

Price; completeness; sync options.

Housekeeping time after recording on
24 tracks; import from machines other
than SDR24/96 can be time consuming.
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